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The evolution of stock markets in 
technological modes

Technological mode is defined as a set of technologies, specific to a 
certain level of development of production; in connection with the scien
tific and technical and technological progress, there is a transition from 
lower to higher orders. At present, there is a transition to a new sixth tech
nological mode.  This contributes to the process of globalization, which 
is activated as a consequence of the rapid development of scientific and 
technological revolution. At the end of 1990s, financial globalization has 
entered a mature stage. The development of financial globalization pro
vides huge liquidity resources. The aggregate amount of the resources of 
investors, which include insurance, trust, securities, investment companies, 
pension funds, hedge funds and other freely redistributed between resi
dents of different countries through international financial markets through 
Internet systems. There is the internationalization of capital markets. For 
example, a growing number of companies that get listed on several stock 
exchanges. This means that the shares of the largest issuers may be sold at 
the same time in New York, London, Frankfurt, Tokyo, etc. The purpose of 
this article is to analyze the state of the world economy and trends in the 
context of the transition to a new technological mode.
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Хaсе новa М., Ту ле ге новa М.

Технологияның сипатына 
сәйкес бағалы қағаздар 

нарығының дамуы

Қазіргі кезде бағалы қағаздар нарығында түбегейлі өзгерістер 
енгізіле бастады. Сонымен қатар технологиялық құрылыс жаңа 
алтыншы орынға өтуде. Бұл әрекеттер жаһандану кезеңінде ғылы ми
технологиялық революцияның дамуына ықпал етеді. Қор нарық
тарында интернационалдандыру пайда болады, сол құралдарымен 
ауқымды көлемде әр түрлі қорларда сатылады. Бұл НьюЙоркте, 
Лондонда, Фрaнкфуртте, Токиода акциялардың аса үлкен эмитенттері 
бір мезгілде, бір уақытта сатылады деген сөз.  Бұл мақалада әлемдік 
экономиканың жайкүйі, бағалы қағаздар нарығындағы жаңа тех
нологияның даму үдерісі сарапталған.

Тү йін  сөз дер: қор нaры ғы, тех но ло гиялық сaлты, эко но микaлық 
дa му, бaғaлы қaғaздaр, биржa.

Хaсе новa М., Ту ле ге новa М.

Эво лю ция рынкa цен ных бумaг 
в кон текс те сме ны  

тех но ло ги чес ких уклaдов

Тех но ло ги чес кий уклaд оп ре де ляет ся кaк со во куп ность тех но ло
гий, хaрaктер ных для оп ре де лен но го уров ня рaзви тия произ во дс твa. В 
свя зи с нaуч ным и тех ни котех но ло ги чес ким прог рес сом проис хо дит 
пе ре ход от бо лее низ ких уклaдов к бо лее вы со ким, прог рес сив ным.

Нa се год няш ний проис хо дит пе ре ход к но во му шес то му тех но ло
ги чес ко му уклaду. Это му спо со бс твует про цесс глобaлизa ции, ко то
рый aкти ви зи ровaлся кaк следс твие бур но го рaзви тия НТР. В кон це 
1990 го дов финaнсовaя глобaлизaция вс ту пилa в свою зре лую стa
дию. Рaзви тие финaнсо вой глобaлизaции обес пе чивaет ся ог ром ны ми 
лик вид ны ми ре сурсaми. Со во куп ный объем ре сур сов ин вес то ров, в 
чис ло ко то рых вхо дят стрaхо вые, трaсто вые, фон до вые, ин вес ти ци
он ные компa нии, пен сион ные, хед же вые и дру гие фон ды, сво бод но 
пе рерaсп ре де ляет ся меж ду ре зи дентaми рaзных стрaн че рез меж
дунaрод ные финaнсо вые рын ки с по мощью ин тер нетсис тем. Проис
хо дит ин тернaционaлизaция фон до вых рын ков, которая прояв ляет ся 
в том, что те ми же инс тру ментaми все ши ре тор гуют нa рaзлич ных 
рынкaх. Нaпри мер, рaстет ко ли че ст во компa ний, ко то рые по лучaют 
лис тинг aкций нa нес коль ких (кро ме го судaрст вен ной) биржaх. Это 
ознaчaет, что aкции круп ней ших эми тен тов мо гут продaвaться од
нов ре мен но в НьюЙор ке, Лон до не, Фрaнк фур те, То кио и т.д.

Целью дaнной стaтьи яв ляет ся aнaлиз сос тоя ния и тен ден ций ми ро
вой эко но ми ки в кон текс те пе ре ходa к но во му тех но ло ги чес ко му уклaду.

Клю че вые словa: фон до вый ры нок, тех но ло гич се кий уклaд, эко
но ми чес кое рaзви тие, цен ные бумaги, биржa.
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THE EVOLUTION  
OF STOCK MARKETS 

IN TECHNOLOGICAL 
MODES

Historically, stock markets have started to a��ear in the 16th 
century. �heir a��earance has been associated with the �rocess of 
industrialization, with the growth of joint-stock com�anies in the 
mining and manufacturing industries. �he first exchange occurred 
in Euro�e in the 16th century, in 1531 in Antwer� (Holland), due 
to the evolution of trade relations. In Antwer� there were securi-
ties for the first time, which regularly traded, ‒ bearer bonds. First 
a��eared on the �ublic stock exchange bonds were issued by the 
Dutch government, state governments and authorities of individual 
cities. Sometimes as issuers were tax farmers. �he exchange also 
accessed in English and Portuguese bonds of kings, and the obliga-
tions of the first English joint stock com�anies. All this facilitated 
the state credit, as before kings struggled to get small amounts of 
money at high interest rates. However, to talk about the stability of 
the stock market was still too early to say. In the second half of the 
XVI century Netherlands embraced the s�eculative hy�e leading u� 
to the crisis on the stock exchange and the bankru�tcy of many trad-
ing houses, which gave im�etus to the official announcement of the 
bankru�tcy in 1550 of the S�anish and French kings.

�he oldest of the existing exchange is by far the Amsterdam 
Stock Exchange. At the beginning of the XVII century the center 
of commercial and financial activity moved to Amsterdam. It was 
formed in 1611. �his was facilitated by the fact that since the end 
of the XVI century the Netherlands becomes the largest commer-
cial and colonial �ower. For the Amsterdam Stock Exchange novel 
features was the greater o�enness and freedom of transactions in 
securities. �he main instrument of the Amsterdam stock exchange 
were no longer government bonds and shares of commercial com-
�anies. �hese com�anies were initially develo�ed for each new jour-
ney anew, and eliminated by the end of the ex�edition. U� until the 
First World War the Amsterdam stock exchange was a universal ex-
change, which sold a variety of goods.

By the beginning of the XVII century London became a center 
of trade. Since 1695 the London Royal Exchange started to conduct 
transactions with state securities and shares. Market has become a 
meeting �lace for those who already have money, they wanted to have 
more. LSE owes its a��earance to s�eculation in shares rather than 
government securities. However, interesting to note that in contrast to 
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Holland England the first exchange-traded securities 
were shares not only overseas trading com�anies, but 
also shares the Bank of England. �his fact alone indi-
cates a greater, com�ared with the Dutch, the stability 
of the British stock market. However, the s�eculative 
excitement that took �lace in the 20ies of XVIII cen-
tury and had a �ositive result, to a large extent sha�ed 
the English Stock Exchange. Attem�ts by the state to 
sto� s�eculation ran into what is more it was based on 
the national debt. However, stabilization of still went, 
but not at the ex�ense of the government, but on the 
basis of �rivate initiative, limiting �artici�ation in the 
exchange of dubious elements [1]. 

�he main causes of the birth of securities are the 
develo�ment of the �roductive forces and interna-
tional trade. Im�ortance of securities, in �articular 
shares and equity noted Karl Marx. In the 3 “Ca�i-
tal” volume, he wrote that “so far the world would 
be without railways if it had to wait for enough accu-
mulation level, the �rivate entre�reneur has enough 
money for the construction of the railway”, and also 
confirms this statement and he identified them the 
fact that “with the o�ening of the Chinese market a 
new entre�reneur to rea� huge �rofits, but that was 
not enough, so in 1847, attended the flowering of 
equity” [4].

Table 1 ‒ �he relationshi� of the stock markets with a change of technological modes

�echno-
logical 
modes

�he origin of stock markets Year Descri�tion

Antwer� (Holland) 1531 �he origin of IOUs, �romissory notes. Bill ‒ the first classical 
security, which marked the beginning of the emergence and de-
velo�ment of the stock market.

1 �M Amsterdam Stock Exchange 1611 �here were the first non-government securities, due to the de-
velo�ment of trade. During this �eriod begins the formation of 1 
technological mode, grows the volume of �roduction. Shares of 
com�anies become the dominant ty�e of securities.

Royal Stock Exchange (London) 1695

2 �M New York Stock Exchange 1801 Early 19th century ‒ Phase of 2nd technological mode. �he birth 
of joint-stock banks and industrial cor�orations. Stock exchang-
es have become a major trading �latforms. �he world’s leading 
financial center moved to the United States, which became the 
main investor in global stock markets.

3 �M �okyo Stock Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange
Philadel�hia Stock Exchange

1878
1882
1911

3rd �M is associated with the emergence of mono�olies, large 
associations, enter�rises and increase in the issue of securities, 
increasing the exchange and O�C turnover financial assets. A 
major role is �layed by commercial banks, cor�orations engaged 
in the initial �ublic offering of shares.

4 ТУ Singa�ore Exchange
Kuala Lum�ur Stock Exchange

1960 �here are new technology-intensive and ca�ital-intensive �ro-
duction, in addition to gold futures contracts began trading fi-
nancial futures contracts.

5 ТУ Euronext NV 
NYSE Euronext – merger of 
NYSE and Euronext

1970-
2010

�he develo�ment of new means of communication, electron-
ics. With the introduction of the euro in 1999, securities and 
derivatives have become denominated in one currency, and 
investors came to the fore the choice is not the country, sector 
and stock transactions.

Note .: com�iled by the author on the textbook: MY Makovetskii. [2]

In the early 20th century World stock 
markets are moving to a new system of work, 
which involves automated customer service via 
e-commerce, allowing to increase the volume of 
trade o�erations and eliminate the use of commercial 
halls. �here is also dis�ersed a central information 

link. Partici�ants enter into transactions with a 
larger share of inde�endence, crossing borders 
of countries, economic unions and re�utable 
exchanges in the �ast. All change of Internet, sound 
com�etition, new technologies and science. Current 
trends in the stock markets of the world in the 
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context of globalization of the world economy, 
which manifests itself most notably in the financial 
sector, increased mobility and the instability of 
financial systems, the Kazakh economy has become 
�art of the global economy. Accordingly, the state of 
the global environment is increasingly affecting the 
financial market of Kazakhstan. �he develo�ment 
of com�uterization allowed to re�lace the �hysical 
interaction of securities traders on their interaction 
through electronic connections that converge in 
a single com�uter center, which takes �lace the 
�rocess of concluding transactions on certain market 
rules. One of the trends of the modern stock market is 
becoming more common electronic trading. �oday, 
the entire e-commerce in the securities market, as 
well as outside of it boils down to three com�onents: 
information, exchange of documents, legal basis.
Any of the above com�onents of e-commerce can 
o�erate in the securities market, both inde�endently 
and in conjunction with others.Ex�erience shows 
that a large number of information systems, such 
as the bill of Commerce, the inde�endent existence 
of the first com�onent of e-commerce in the stock 
market is justified. And although it is difficult to 
consider sources such as electronic whiteboards 
�osts full-fledged e-commerce systems, in recent 
years of such systems are increasingly referred to 
as e-commerce. �his a��roach is mainly due to the 
constant im�rovement of electronic means, which 
gradually leads to a chea�ening of the information 
transfer �rocess, com�ared with the costs of �rinting 
and distributing �a�er documents.

Most trading systems in the securities market 
started with the fact that the bidders had the 
o��ortunity to �rom�tly follow the information, 
and then share the a��lication for �urchase / sale of 
shares between themselves. Now the develo�ment 
of the stock market is moving to, to com�letely 
eliminate any non-electronic way of documents 
was an exchange of o�inions and the �rocess of 
execution of the transaction.�he �latform for online 
trading on KASE �he new service will allow to carry 
out o�erations on �urchase and sale of securities 
on KASE by software that �rovides access to 
information about the course of trading on the local 

stock exchange and on the status of their brokerage 
accounts, with the �ossibility of �lacing an order for 
the �urchase and sale of securities �a�ers signed by 
electronic digital signature (EDS) of the client. So 
far not been �resented in Kazakhstan have no full-
fledged remote electronic �latform for securities 
trading on the Kazakhstan Stock Exchange. Using 
the �latform will enable the com�any’s customers 
to safely and comfortably manage their investment 
accounts and make transactions during business 
hours Stock Exchange, without leaving your 
home or office. �ransfer broker orders, signed 
with electronic signature by means of a �latform 
eliminates the need for subsequent submission to 
the �a�er version. For the convenience of users in 
the �latform all the information is necessary for 
a decision on the transaction: quotes of financial 
instruments with the charts of changes in value over 
time of the �artici�ants in trading �rices and volume 
of demand and su��ly for each instrument, etc. �he 
�resentation of the electronic trading �latform was 
�receded by the launch of a year ago, the same 
name of the com�any website. At the same time, the 
com�any announced its �lans for the develo�ment 
of e-commerce securities in on-line mode. �he 
Kazakh stock market is still young com�ared to the 
US or Euro�ean markets, it is difficult to com�ete 
with large international develo�ed markets. If we 
consider the history of the develo�ment of markets, 
the volume and number of �ro�osed tools, it is 
obvious that in Kazakhstan they not drawn so much 
liquidity is quite low and there are some statutory 
limitations of young, emerging markets.

�he ability to trade on the stock market and the 
market of KASE derivatives through the Internet 
for individuals and legal entities is im�lemented 
through the exchange �rogram S�rade �roduct. In 
addition, there are other systems �rovided by brokers 
‒ Exchange members. S�rade ‒ trading terminal 
through which the broker clients is a member of 
KASE, can transmit customer orders to buy or sell 
traded on KASE financial instruments, using the 
Internet. We can say that the market for e-exchange 
trading is only beginning to emerge, the demand is 
just beginning to take sha�e.
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